
HOW DO YOU WRITE ARTICLE TITLES IN A PAPER

To write the the name of an article title in the body of your paper: "The title of the article should be in quotation marks" -
Example: "Tiger Woman on Wall Street".

Type the last name, then the full first name of the author of the newspaper article for MLA style. Certainly,
such titles have helped authors gain more visibility. An upper limit might be words, because a long title might
reflect problems with your research or your ability to succinctly convey information. Yes, even scientists must
know a bit about SEO! Type the last name then the first initial of the author of the newspaper article for APA
style. Italicize the name of the paper in which the article ran, followed by a period. Additional Reading
Hartley, James. Social science papers favor compound construction. On that note, we also discourage highly
dense noun phrases. New York: Routledge,  Yes, editors are normal people, too! Review papers rarely use
full-sentence titles; most use nominal groups or compound titles. Maybe when your research is accepted to a
prestigious journal, no one cares what your title is! Wordplay often involves culturally specific idioms, so
understanding the pun may be difficult for non-native speakers. Recent review articles published in prestigious
journals, like Cell, have featured puns. However, be wary of including too little or too much information in
your title. Intuitively, longer titles can be difficult to digest, and might indicate that the author cannot clearly
communicate his or her results. The typical recommended length is words. Academic writing and publishing:
a practical guide. Type the full name of the article and then type a period. Type the day, month and year the
article ran, followed by a period. Find out the complete title of the newspaper article you're trying to reference,
the full name of the paper in which it was printed, the exact date it was printed, the name of the author, and the
section and page number on which it was originally printed. Unlike titles you commonly find in newspapers
and magazines, the academic community is less colorful in crafting their articles, and for good reason.


